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Abstract 

This thesis will examine the definition of the terms Metroidvania and backtracking to create new 

knowledge explained through making new terminology on how backtracking works mechanically in its 

most fundamental/basic way in the form of a framework. By using mechanical data from Super 

Metroid on the Super Nintendo Entertainment System in short also called SNES. I will create this 

framework and validate the framework through comparing its syntax with other games that also has 

backtracking. 

This essay will then use this framework to help me research why players feel so different about how 

boring or fun backtracking compared to linear level design in detail. This type of fun will be possible to 

measure by using the theory of MDA by Robin Hunicke, Marc Leblanc, Robert Zubek that defines 8 

different types of fun in the context of what type of fun the games aims to achieve. I will use a common 

variable that fits with the types of fun that both backtracking and linear games is defined as and aims to 

achieve. One of those varables is how the enemy positions gets triggered which I will use when 

building the demos. I can then make an assessment that starts to explain in detail as to what exactly 

makes backtracking bad or good level design compared to linear level design and create a better 

understanding of backtracking level design overall.  



Abstrakt 

Denna uppsats kommer undersöka definitionen av termerna Metroidvania och backtracking för att 

skapa ny kunskap som förklaras genom att skapa ny terminology hur backtracking fungerar mekaniskt I 

dess mest fundamental/grundläggande sätt I form av ett ramverk. Genom att använda mig av mekanisk 

data från Super Metroid på Super Nintendo Entertainment System även kallat för SNES. Kommer jag 

att skapa detta ramverk och validera ramverket genom att jämföra dess syntax med andra spel som 

också har backtracking. 

Denna uppsats kommer sedan använda detta ramverk till att hjälpa mig att undersöka varför spelare 

känner så olika i hur tråkigt och roligt backtracking design är i jämförelse till linjär ban design i detalj. 

Denna typ av roligt kommer vara möjligt att mätta genom användandet av teorin MDA av Robin 

Hunicke, Marc Leblanc, Robert Zubek that defines 8 typer av roligt i kontexten av vad för typ av roligt 

som spelet vill nå. Jag kommer att använda mig av en gemensam variabel med dem typerna av roligt 

som backtracking och linjära spel är definierade som och vill nå. En av dem variablerna är hur fienders 

positioner blir triggade vilket jag kommer använda mig utav när jag bygger demon. Jag kan sedan dra 

en slutsats som börjar att förklara i detalj vad som gör backtracking dålig eller bra ban design i 

jämförelse till linjär ban design och då skapar en bättre förståelse kring backtracking ban design 

överlag. 
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1. Introduction

The terms Metroidvania and backtracking are words that are often thrown around in the games industry 

but no one has taken a scientific approach as to what these words really mean. Koji Igarashi the creator 

of Castlevania talks about the word Metroidvania. 

(Igarashi K 2014, p 1)  

“I was actually surprised by the name. In my heart, I really wanted to create a Legend of Zelda style 

game. But I suppose that when you turn Zelda into a 2D platformer, yes, it resembles Metroid. I thought 

it was because of the game’s super jump, which is very similar to Super Metroid’s”. 

Metroidvania is a term that is used often in the games industry and the word backtracking is part of this 

Metroidvania definition. As Koji says he wanted to make a Zelda inspired game where there is no clear 

direction and player has to go back the same path and backtrack. These unclear definitions becomes a 

problem when discussing what Metroidvania game design really is and how it works within a 

fundamental framework. Even now level designers do not have a common framework, terminology to 

work with when making Metroidvania and backtracking games and I aim to fix that with this paper. 

Through doing data research on the opinions of the perceived fun that players gets when playing demos 

with levels in a static set of backtracking and linear level parameters with difference only in enemy 

types and how they are triggered. This way of measuring the type of fun perceived will start to explain 

how the utilized space in games with linear level and backtracking levels compares more direct as to 

what changes in both the level types affects the end result of the perceived fun. To do these demos I 

will use the framework this paper brings forward and measure the fun through using the 8 kinds of fun 

theory that defines different types of fun that can be perceived in games.  
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2. Background

To make this framework and measure the fun I need definitions of what that means to be able to 

explain this in detail when conducting my research. 

2.1 The term Metroidvania 

Metroidvania as a term oftentimes considered to have started from the game Metroid on the Nintendo 

Entertainment System (NES) as it was one of the first games that scrolled in both the X,Y axis and not 

only in the X axis like Super Mario Brothers also on the NES. The developers of Metroidvania games 

rewards players when they use their sense of discovery as these games are not linear going directly 

from point A to point B detours can be done and is rewarded in many cases. Though these games are 

also designed with parameters in mind by closing of sections of the whole game that makes the 

experience more controlled by the developers in many ways. Kensube Tanabe a producer of the game 

Metroid Prime 3 corruption on the Nintendo Wii (Wii) describes how he planned the exploration. 

(Tanabe K 2008, p 5) Iwata Asks Metroid Prime 3 Corruption 

“What we have inherited from the previous games is the system of investigating different rooms one by 

one, finding and opening secret passages as you go, the way you continue searching the environments, 

going back to previous rooms, and widening the map as you find new rooms. And as you find new 

items, you can explore the map even further. We have consciously strived to keep this "Metroid 

tradition" in the 3D games as well.” 

As one can read the focus is on discovery of rooms and items when more items are acquired and the 

player can progress through revisiting game spaces. This is the core of Metroid and Castlevania games 

after symphony of the night that contains backtracking through items that is defined as Metroidvania. 
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2.2 The MDA framework 

MDA stands for Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetics it’s a theory of a framework that defines how 

interactions with games works this will be used in defining the proposed backtracking framework. 

(Hunicke R & LeBlanc M & Zubek R 2001 – 2004, p 2) defines mechanics in the MDA framework: 

“Mechanics  

describes the particular components of the game, at the level of data representation and algorithms.” 

“Dynamics  

describes the run-time behavior of the mechanics acting on player inputs and each othersí outputs over time.”  

“Aesthetics  

describes the desirable emotional responses evoked in the player, when she interacts with the game system.” 

Mechanics is the parts of a component which in this case is the blockade that changes state depending 

on the dynamical input from the player using a component to interact with another component. 

2.3 The 8 kinds of fun 

(Hunicke R & LeBlanc M & Zubek R 2001 – 2004, p 2) defines the different types of fun 

In MDA as:”  

1. Sensation Game as sense-pleasure

2. Fantasy Game as make-believe

3. Narrative Game as drama

4. Challenge Game as obstacle course

5. Fellowship Game as social framework

6. Discovery Game as uncharted territory

7. Expression Game as self-discovery

8. Submission Game as pastime”

These 8 kinds of fun will be essential when the deciding how to designing the demos and what type of 

fun that I will measure on players and how they relate. 
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3. Previous work within backtracking design

(Rouse 2010, p 465) talks about how he think backtracking level design should be designed. 

“If your game relies on exploration for a large part of its gameplay value, it is probably a bad idea to make players 

backtrack through large sections of the level that they have already explored in order to continue in the game. That is not to 

say that your level cannot have branching paths for players to explore. It merely means that each branch should loop back 

to the main path without players needing to backtrack along the same path” 

The issue is that Rouse talks about is that backtracking is bad design when it is done in large sections 

and does not talk about a solution on how to do it and just says that it is probably a bad idea. Cliff on 

the other hand talks about and presents a solution to design longer backtracking sections. 

(Bleszinski 2000, p 10) talks about how backtracking level design. 

“A designer is re-using a previously seen area and it is important to make the area seem fresh or interesting as the player 

navigates it.” 

Cliff talks about backtracking design and as long as new things happen within that same game space it 

is okay to use it. So both designers says that new things to do in levels is good game design but there 

seems to be a contradiction in that Rouse says it could be a bad idea overall to backtrack in larger 

sections while Cliff says that it is ok to have backtracking in larger sections. This as long as the assets 

that fills up the games space changes as the player navigates it.  
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4. The Purpose

The reason I see these questions being important is because information is sparse when coming to the 

terms Metroidvania and backtracking. Having a universal understanding of these terms are essential 

when defining Metroidvania games and evolving its understanding in other unexpected ways. 

I will then use these terms to make an assessment on the perceived fun backtracking presents because 

Metroidvania also does not seem to be well understood and defined as to what makes it boring or fun to 

define what makes Metroidvania games more fun. 
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5. The Method

As a method I will start with researching the mechanics of doors/blockades and everything that hinders 

progression in the game Super Metroid and see how it functions and put its logic into a framework. 

I will then compare these mechanics with other games that I have chosen and is in the list of game 

references that can be found in the end of this paper in the game reference list. This because I see clear 

patterns between the game reference list and Super Metroid in how doors/blockades logic functions 

mechanically.  

This will either help reassure and validate that backtracking has a recurring pattern that happens in all 

Metroidvania backtracking games or help contradict my theory that this is not a recurring pattern. 

I will then if successful in proving that there is a syntax use the framework that I will have developed to 

understand how to develop and use the door/blockade mechanics in a demo test. This demo will be 

built in Construct 2 and will have a common variable that changes in a static linear and backtracking 

level design. This to see the amount of the perceived fun in the context of what the game aims to 

achieve in the theory of 8 kinds of fun. With this data I can make a detailed assessment of what 

backtracking design weaknesses and strengths are in comparison to linear level design. 

I am going to do more of the comparison research through game design examples it will help me out 

gathering data and defining much of the core of this thesis.  

That is why it is so important for me to show visual representations of the mechanics and dynamics that 

the games within my list of reference for a better logical understanding how the games works and fits 

into the framework I will suggest upon reading this paper.  
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6. Empiri

To define the genre of the term Metroidvania and make a backtracking framework based on the 

mechanics I first need to know what mechanics means looking at the MDA framework it is the data that 

the individual assets contain. 

6.1 Genres and subgenres 

From here we can look at what the term genre to help us to start defining what Metroidvania means. 

(Adams 2013, p 67) defines what the term genre means.  

“In describing movies or books the term genre refers to the content of the work. Historical fiction, romance fiction, spy 

fiction, and son on are different genres of popular fiction. With video games, however, genre refers to the types of challenges 

that a game offers. In games, the genres are independent of the content. Shooter games are one genre; they are set in the old 

west, in a fantasy world, or in outer space, and they are still all shooter games. (Adams 2013)” 

As Ernest writes here genres are defined by its challenges within the game and not the content of its 

work meaning it’s the mechanical interaction that defines the games genre not in what theme it is set in. 

When looking at Metroid and Castlevania games in the way Ernest described them it that is has to do 

what the player does mechanically the question now is what do a player do mechanically In a 

Metroidvania game such as Metroid or Castlevania game with backtracking? 

 The player shoots

 The player platform

 The player explores

 The player get upgrades

By this definition Metroidvania has more than one mechanic that players does and the word genre is 

not enough to define it. We need to find another word Ernest Adams writes about the definition of the 

word subgenre which goes through the word subgenre as it uses more than one mechanic in one game. 
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(Adams 2013, p 68) defines what a subgenre is. 

“Game genres are sometimes so general that it´s useful to subdivide them into smaller groups, or subgenres, to better 

understand what the gameplay of a game will be like. First-person shooters, for example, come in many varieties: arena 

games meant for high-speed multiplayer competition (Team Fortress 2 is a good example); tactical shooters, in which 

stealth and ammunition management play large roles; open-world games such as the Battlefield series; and rail shooters 

that are set indoors and limit the player’s movement to a largely linear path. Likewise, automobile-racing games can be 

grouped into those that offer combat between the cars and those that don´t. (Adams 2013)” 

Now that we know that Metroidvania is a subgenre we can go into the subgenre in more detail 

especially about the word backtracking that will then help us understand the term Metroidvania. 

6.2 Linear levels and backtracking levels 

The definition of backtracking in level design means that the player avatar must go through a set route 

to then having to go back through that set route once more.  

The counterpart of backtracking then is not having to move backtrack over a route that has already 

been explored that is where the word linear in level design comes in. 

Here is a reference to an example of linear level design starting with Super Mario level 1.1 on the NES. 

Figure 1: A to B – Super Mario 

In a 2D Mario level there is no backtracking in order to progress the game goes from point A to B only. 
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In Super Metroid the path of progression is much more complex under here is an abstract map taken 

from the game of the path and edited. This to show the route of which the player has to take in order to 

progress from the starting point of the game. The starting point is the yellow spaceship in the upper 

right corner and the objective is to get the morph ball and then the morph ball bombs. 

Figure 2: D to A to B to A to C to D – Super Metroid 

As you can see the player first have to run past blockade point D and A as the player does not yet have 

the necessary keys in the form of weapons or tools to unlock in order to progress. Then the player has 

to go to point B and gets the first tool then the player goes up the same way that player needs to take in 

order get to point C and that’s when designed backtracking occurs.  
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When that designed backtracking happens something interesting happens the player now has to face 

enemies called the space pirates in a game space which has already been visited. At its core 

backtracking can flip the expectations that the player has when revisiting a game space as the games 

spaces can show change dynamically from the first time exploring that space. This example from Super 

Metroid shows that designed progression through backtracking occurs when there is an obstacle in the 

form of a blockade and the player needs to find a corresponding key that triggers that same blockade. 

6.3 SID Framework and key triggers 

Backtracking design is caused when the player stands in front of a blockade and to open it the player 

needs to get a new key or get to a switch in another location. This so the character can get the right 

corresponding key to overcome that same blockade that was previously encountered. 

The definition of the word key works as the blockade that was inaccessible first is with the key beyond 

the other side accessible it accomplish a task of progression it triggers the blockade to open. So I can 

then define the object of which the player uses on an obstacle blockade as a key trigger to add to 

terminology of how blockades works.  

This is also validated by (Adams 2013, p 331) defining locked doors: 

“Locked door is a generic term for any obstacle that prevents the player from proceeding through the game until she learns 

the trick for disabling it” 

This definition also describes what backtracking is caused by as blockades as doors is one of them. 
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In figure 4 is pictures of all the doors in Super Metroid that needs some sort of power up to open the 

doors so let’s say the player see these while not having the corresponding key. 

Figure 3: Locked states – Super Metroid 

Player skill means the amount of skill of which the player is at and character skill means the same but 

what the avatars amount of skill is at and if they both needs to lower or higher in terms of unlocking a 

blockade.  

This state I translated to the formula.  

Player skill x + character skill y < blockade z 

As these doors are locked the doors can be defined as to be in a solid state: 

This definition of the blockade works as the blockade completely shuts the player of from other game 

spaces so for now on this solid state will be defined as a solid obstacle blockade or in short a SOB state. 

In contrast, here in figure 5 is an example from Super Metroid where the player then gets the 

corresponding upgrades that opens the corresponding red, yellow and green doors then backtracking 

does not occur as the blockades can be triggered. 

Figure 4: Unlockable states – Super Metroid 

As in the previous case, this state is converted to a formula.  

Player skill x + character skill y >= obstacle blockade. 

As these doors are unlockable they can be defined to be in an interactive state. 

So for now on the interactive state will be defined as an Interactive obstacle blockade or IOB for short. 
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The SOB state is the only blockade state that causes backtracking when the player has to get through it 

in order to progress while the IOB state happens after the player has gotten the necessary key trigger 

that the previous SOB state needs in order to become an IOB state. 

By this definition backtracking is differentiated by two states of accessibility aimed to separate game 

spaces in which a SOB state describes non available spaces that becomes an IOB state when the space 

is available.  

When the IOB state is interacted with the player is then able to get through the blockade as it 

disappears. This disappeared state will be defined as a disappeared obstacle blockade or DOB for short. 

Figure 5: Metroidvania backtracking framework 

The figure above shows that SOB state are causing backtracking and the SOB state then goes to a IOB 

state when the key trigger is found and lastly goes to DOB state I define this as the SID framework.  
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The first basic weapon that that the player has upon starting the game shoots out a small energy orbs 

and is a key trigger that make blue doors start in IOB states to be able to open in the start of the game. 

The player has the effects of this weapon with them at all times from the beginning to the end of the 

game. The player starts with this weapon upon starting the game and the resources are infinite and the 

projectiles needs direct contact for the key trigger to function. With this information I will define the 

key trigger as having the specifications of basic, infinite and direct. 

Figure 6: Basic beam weapon key – Super Metroid 

The player then finds an object that acts as an upgrade as it makes the player able to do more things in 

the game. In this case the upgrade makes SOB states go to IOB states and mechanically it almost fits 

into what I defined as a basic infinite direct key trigger the only difference is that it is an upgrade.  

With this information the key trigger have the specifications of an upgrade, infinite and direct. 

Figure 7: Upgrade transformation tool key – Super Metroid 

After this the player can interact with the missile power up which makes the max capacity of missiles 

carried with them go up with 5. The next time the player interacts with another missile power up it goes 

up with 5 more and adds to a total of 10 and so on. 

When the player then fires a missile it goes down with 1 and when enemies dies in the game they 

sometimes spawns a missile that adds 1 to the current amount of missiles held. So this is a resource that 

the character has a finite capacity of handle at any one time but can restock with infinitely. The missiles 

is a key trigger that opens red doors in IOB states and needs 3 missiles on direct contact with the door 

to open. With this information the key trigger have the specifications of an upgrade, finite and direct. 
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Figure 8:  Upgrade missile weapon key – Super Metroid 

Later in Super Metroid the player walks past a glass tunnel that can be permanently broken after 

passing it multiple times when the player acquires the super bomb power up. The super bomb explodes 

everything on the screen that it can interact with and also reveals any other blocks that are not 

interactive to go to DOB states but more on that later. 

Figure 9: Glass tube – Super Metroid 

In frame 1 the glass tube is whole while in frame 2 the glass tube is interacted with and starts to crack 

open and in frame 3 it is destroyed so that player can traverse up and down. 

With this information I will define the key trigger as having the specifications of a finite and direct. 
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The way that the player opens the last game space in Super Metroid called Tourian differs from when 

the blockades changes states from IOB state to DOB state that it is both indirect and direct activation.  

By this I mean that when the player beats all bosses the corresponding boss statues gets triggered in a 

IOB state even though the key trigger and blockade is not in the same space.  

When the player then gets to the space where the statues are located at with no input from the player 

the statues then goes to a DOB state and stays in that state permanently.  

This key trigger is a combination of both beating the boss indirectly and being in the room directly. 

With this information I will define this key trigger as having the specifications of a finite, indirect and 

direct.  

Figure 10: Boss statues – Super Metroid 

In frame 1 the bosses are beaten and the blockade is still in IOB state as the boss statues is yet to fall 

down while in frame 2 the bosses statues gets destroyed and in frame 3 the boss statues are no longer 

visible and the blockade is in a DOB state. 
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There are also hidden blockades that looks like ordinary terrain within Super Metroid which can 

change how the state of the blockade is perceived by the player. 

Figure 11:  Hidden states – Super Metroid 

In frame 1 the block seems to be in a SOB state visually then when on it in frame 2 the player falls 

through and it changes visuals to indicate an IOB state but it has always been in this state mechanically. 

In frame 3 the player gets the radar scope and see through walls with blocks that looks like again to be 

in SOB states but are actually in DOB states. With this data I would define both key triggers as hidden, 

infinite and direct.  

The next way hidden blockades can be mechanically implemented to the framework from Super 

Metroid is where there is a specific weapon that is needed to be used on a hidden obstacle blockade. 

Figure 12: Hidden states version 2 – Super Metroid 

The player can also in this situation directly use the super missile which in this case the block would 

disappear completely. With this information I would define the key trigger as having the specifications 

of being hidden, finite and direct.  
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As of now we have defined within the SID framework key triggers 

 Basic

 Upgradable

 Infinite

 Finite

 Direct

 Indirect

 Hidden

 Revealed

 Temporary

 Permanent

6.4 Comparison 

To start validate the mechanics of the SID framework and all the key triggers that I have defined I will 

now look and compare these upon other games that I have seen a pattern of following the same syntax.  

These games are Megaman made by Capcom, Super Mario 64 made by Nintendo and Dark Souls made 

by From Software. 

In Megaman there is a stage called ElecMan stage in which the player needs a key trigger in order to 

obtain an upgrade. 
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Figure 13: Elec man – Megaman 

In box 1 is where the upgrade is located and in box 2 is block in SOB state and when the player gets the 

necessary key trigger the blocks goes to a IOB state and lastly disappears permanently into DOB state. 

In Super Mario 64 blockades gets from a SOB state to IOB state whenever there is enough of a 

resource in the same way that missiles works mechanically in Super Metroid. 

Figure 14: Hub 1 – Super Mario 64 

In Super Mario 64 square 1.1 and 1.2 the door does not need any stars to open it’s a basic key trigger in 

IOB state. In square 2.1 and 2.2 the player needs at least 3 stars to open the door and the player has 5 

stars. 
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In Dark Souls there are invisible IOB state of blockades which looks to be in SOB states which works 

mechanically the same way as in Super Metroid.  

Figure 15: illusory wall – Dark Souls 1 

In frame 1 is an invisible IOB blockade shaped as a SOB and in frame 2 the wall is hit and the blockade 

disappears. This works almost the same way as in Super Metroid block passages are invisible as they 

seem to be in a SOB state but is actually in an IOB state and in this case the IOB state also goes to a 

permanent DOB state rather than going back to an IOB state when passed through.  

In Dark souls there are also indirect triggers which two switches needs to be interacted with in order to 

open up a blockade and progress through the game. 

Figure 16: indirect triggered gate – Dark Souls 1 

In frame 1 and frame 2 are the switches are in other locations to open up blockade in frame 3. 

I can see that all these games progression blockades uses the same mechanical syntax from the 

Metroidvania genre that I have defined within the SID framework. 

All key triggers listed from Super Metroid are used in Megaman, Super Mario 64 and Dark Souls 1. 
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6.5 Theory of fun  

The type of fun that that players goes through in order to progress in a Metroidvania games as well as 

linear level design games is challenge and discovery type of fun. I base this on the theory of 8 kinds of 

fun in which fun is defined on the mechanics of what the player does and in Metroidvania, linear games 

such as Super Mario the player challenge themselves to overcome obstacles and discover new game 

spaces. 

This helps me define the mechanics and types of fun that creates a Metroidvania game design cycle and 

ultimately defines what the subgenre term Metroidvania means. 

Figure 17: Metroidvania game design cycle

Now we have defined in detail that the discovery type of fun in the SID framework and challenge 

means that it makes a Metroidvania game. Now it is time to create demos to try and understand how to 

design more challenging and discovering type of fun Metroidvania games. 
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6.6 Demos 

All demos are approximately the same amount of length all of which is of a total of 10 000 pixels long 

from start to finishing each demo. In all the demos there contains a power up which makes a SOB state 

blockade go to IOB state and then when interacted into a permanent DOB state. I made these demos 

myself from scratch in a 2D engine called Construct 2 and I tested these demos on random people that I 

know this to get a general result on the perception of backtracking compared to linear level design.  

Figure 18: Demo 1, 2 and 3 
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In the demos 1, 2 and 3 there are only the level that the player needs to traverse to test the basic layouts 

with no challenges included it will help me look at the general perception of no challenge type of fun.  

Demo 1 is linear while demo 2 has backtracking and the player has to revisit the whole game space 

again and in demo 3 the backtracking is cut to a minimum as the player goes through a shortcut to the 

end point 

Figure 19: Demo 4, 5 and 6 
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In the demos 4,5,6 the levels gets repeated but now with enemies that is in the color red this is to 

measure how the level design changes the type of fun in challenge. I will also see if challenge type of 

fun changes the perception of the type of fun in discovery even when the levels themselves have not 

changed. The player passes the same amount of enemies in relation to time spent revisiting a game 

space so demo 5 has half as many enemies as demo 4 and 6 this so that the challenge is equally 

distributed in each demo. 

Figure 20: Demo 7 and 8 

In the demos 7 and 8 the test is about dynamic enemy spawns within the level and as the linear level 

does not contain backtracking and the change would not be visible it cannot be tested. This is the 

strength of backtracking as a game space that has already been explored the game space can change the 
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expectations from the player by changing the second time the player explores it.  

Both of the demos spawns 4 new instances of the same enemy the enemies shoot bullets to the sides 

that then goes downward this to add range to the enemies in more than one angle making it harder as a 

new challenge for the player. This trigger happens when the player has gotten the upgrade/key trigger 

as it at that time the player needs to backtrack again as it at that time that change is visible. That is also 

why there are 4 new enemies spawned in both demos as it is only the second time exploring that game 

space when facing those newly spawned enemies therefore equal between demo 7 and 8. 
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7. Analysis

Here is the average rating data results in a bar chart 0 being boring to 100 being fun in challenge and 

discovery type of fun in the 8 demo’s that was tested on a total of 10 players.  

Figure 21: Measurement of fun I linear and backtracking level design 

The C letter stands for challenge type of fun while the D stands for discovery type of fun and the 

numbers besides them stands for the demo number they have been measured from. 
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7.1 No enemy spawns 

When looking at the results of not having any enemy spawning the level where demo 3 is rated as 

being the most fun in both challenge and discovery type of fun. Demo 2 is more boring in both types of 

fun and after that demo 1 is the most boring also in both types of fun. Right at the start this contradicts 

the theory that both Bleszinski and Rouse has that backtracking should be avoided when no changes 

happens compared to linear level design. It also validates their theory that backtracking is considered 

better when backtracking is used as little as possible as the player does not spend too much time 

revisiting a game space that has not changed. 

7.2 Static enemy placement spawns 

When looking at the results where enemy placement spawns are static the results has gone up on all the 

demos than the previous results of no enemy spawns. The only result that is different is that challenge 

has passed by discovery type fun by a lot on all demos and demo 5 has a lower rating data than demo 4 

and 6. Especially the change in the measurements of discovery type fun just because there are 

challenges does not make discovery more fun. 

This could potentially mean that again as Bleszinski and Rouse says that backtracking should be 

avoided as much as possible where the level does not change the results of demo 4 and 6 now being 

more fun in challenge and discovery compared to demo 5. 

7.3 Dynamic enemy placement spawns 

When looking at the dynamic enemy spawns the results for demo 7 is slightly higher than demo 8 in 

challenge type fun by but is lower in discovery by. This could suggest that even when using the 

strength of backtracking changing an environment that has already been visited backtracking should be 

used to a minimum still through a shortcut.  
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But when comparing demo 4s linear discovery that has static enemy placement spawns to demo 7s 

backtracking without a shortcut that has dynamic enemy spawns using both of those level design 

strengths of using the game space. Demo level 7 challenge is higher with 16.1% and discovery by 10% 

compared to demo 4 which would suggest that demo 7s backtracking without a backtrack is still 

something that is more fun in the challenge and discovery compared to a linear level.  

But again when making dynamic enemy spawns when designing levels demo 8s backtracking with a 

shortcut has higher rating of fun in challenge and discovery type. 

This points toward that Bleszinski is right when saying that when a player revisits a game space change 

is essential in making backtracking level design more in discovery type fun. As well as making that 

change a mechanical one such as an interaction with a new enemy as the challenge type of fun goes up. 

7.4 Overall analysis 

The first thing that these results I can see point towards is that backtracking within Metroidvania games 

is more fun game design in challenge and discovery type when no enemies are included compared to 

linear level design. 

Secondly when there are static enemy spawns backtracking should be done to a minimum through a 

shortcut or have no backtracking at all.  

Thirdly when comparing backtracking that has change in that new enemies spawns as it contains 

changes when backtracking. The designer should still use backtracking with a shortcut as often as 

possible or backtracking over linear level design.  

Lastly when comparing all the data across the whole chart it then points to backtracking with change in 

enemy spawns being a better level design option no matter if it has a shortcut or not. 
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8. Discussion

When looking at how Metroidvanias games backtracking design works I think I have only scratched 

the surface of understanding it. But now we have terminology to grasp the core concept of what 

Metroidvanias backtracking is and how it works and how to better apply it when designing games. 

It was hard to get all the pieces together when researching about what Metroidvania and backtracking 

is and how it works I have had to apply a lot of information from games and define them from there 

which has been hard work but I am very glad over the results these definitions are very clear, 

Backtracking level design is complex and has long way ahead to be fully understood scientifically but 

these new design definitions of the SID framework and research of the definitions of fun is a start.   

Backtracking in games is clearly something people have fun with based on the popularity of the 

Metroid and Castlevania series creating its own subgenre this is a subgenre that needs more research.  

Developers need to make backtracking level design as understandable and graspable as possible 

through research that will define more terminology and theories for it.  

This will ultimately help developers in the future to be able to communicate better with one another of 

how backtracking works and when and where it should be used and make better games for players and 

help it evolve further.
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9. Conclusion

We now have a start detailing the terms Metroidvania and backtracking putting them in a framework 

that describes the dynamic between the interaction of player key triggers in SOB, IOB and DOB states 

now defined as the SID framework.  

We also have a bar chart measuring and comparing backtracking level design with linear game design 

in the type of the fun of these genres/subgenres that is challenge and discovery.  

These measurements both validates and contradicts what Bleszinski and Rouse says and in the end it 

seems to come to the challenge when the challenge is repeated too many times backtracking discovery 

becomes more boring compared to linear level design. But when challenge is close to non-existent 

discovery goes up higher in backtracking levels than linear levels same goes for when there is more 

challenges in the game and these challenges changes the second time discovering a game space. 

We have only unlocked the basic fundamentals of what Backtracking level design is, how it works and 

why it is considered so much fun to play. This is just the beginning of us backtracking to understand 

why we enjoy backtracking so much the secret of backtracking has yet to be fully unlocked. 
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Glossary 

Metroidvania SubGenre definition links: 

Igarashi K, 2014, Why Igarashi is grateful for the word Metroidvania, usgamer.net  

http://www.usgamer.net/articles/gdc-2014-why-koji-igarashi-is-grateful-for-the-word-metroidvania 

Metroid Wikia definition of Metroidvania 

http://metroid.wikia.com/wiki/Super_Metroid 

Metroidvania: the sub genre that mixes mechanics from both Metroid games and later Castlevania 

games that has backtracking in its level design. 

Backtracking definition link references: 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/backtrack 

Game space definition: 

Salen K & Zimmerman E, 2003, rules of play game design fundamentals p 394, MIT Press 
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Game space: is a combination of a space that grows from the formal system that defines the game, how 

the game is presented to the player and how the player navigates through the space. 

MDA: the Mechanics, Dynamics and Aesthetic framework that describes the relation of input and 

output a player gets when playing a game. 

Shortcut: a place in which the player can get to another area in a faster way than before meaning the 

means of traversing gets shorter and faster. 

SOB: a blockade which cannot be interacted with at this specific time. 

IOB: a blockade which can be interacted with at this specific time. 

DOB: a blockade that has disappeared either temporarily or permanently. 

SID framework: a framework that explain the dynamic changes of SOB, IOB and DOB states 

Key trigger: the different ways that the player can interact with the IOB. 
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